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Renowned for over 100 years for their clear, accurate and easy-to-read mapping, Michelin country

maps give travelers an overall picture of their route, with practical road and travel information; and

city maps containing extensive street indexes orient them quickly so they can find their way to their

destination.
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We are renting a car in Norway and plan to drive around fjord country for two weeks. I ordered this

map to help plan the trip. After using it for a week, I think it's a good overall map but I can see now

that I'll need some regional and city maps too. I was surprised that Sweden and Finland were

included and the map is only printed on one side. To make better use of space, I think it should only

have Norway since that's the title of the map. Without Sweden and Finland included, there would

have been more space for regional maps and detailed city maps. For example, I'm going to need a

map with more detail on fjord country (probably the most popular region in Norway). There are also

two city map overlays of Oslo and Bergen. They are small and without much detail to be of use

when trying to find your way around those cities. Bottom line - a good overall map to begin your

Norway trip planning but could have provided more useful information.

This map is way too large if you are planning on using it inside a car. It also has Denmark and

Sweden on it all on one side & back is blank! I plan on using it to plot the several road trips we plan



on taking but will purchase what I am hoping will be a workable road map when we arrive in

Norway. I would only purchase this map if you plan on using it as a planning tool...not an actual road

map

I used this map on our recent trip to Norway by bus. I was able to track where I was very easily.

Some issues with the map: The maps of Bergen and Oslo were rather useless, they didn't give me

enough detail of the downtown areas to be of any use to me. Also, since I was opening the map

rather frequently, it started to wear holes in the folds of the map, so this map won't hold up for long if

I used it for multiple trips. Otherwise, it was useful.

We will be using it on our upcoming trip to Bergen, Oslo and an expedition cruise up the west coast

of Norway and over to Svalborg. And we have been browsing it as our planning comes along.

Michelin is always good.

This map covers all of Norway and most of Sweden and Denmark, but the scale is only 1:1,250,000.

Not much detail because of covering so large an area. And it is somewhat difficult to read small

town names, etc, because of the crowded printing and background colors.The blurb says it has two

city maps (Oslo and Bergen), but they are really just area maps, no worthwhile detail at all inside

these cities.The Marco Polo map is on a scale of 1:800,000 and somewhat easier to read, if you

need all of Norway--and most of Sweden and Denmark as well.If you are looking for local routes,

get the sectional maps.

We are traveling to the fjords and were hoping for more detail of that area .. but for roads and

general layout it is up to Michelin standards

Worst map of Norway other than not having one.Missing several roads. Even though it's the size of

a bed sheet, detail was lacking.I used it to plan my basic route, so I'd probably buy it again, but the

best maps were for sale at tourist offices and kiosks.

Not as good or clear as what we are used to from AAA for instance but Ok
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